Built Environment Leadership Award

The Award

Now into its second year, the Built Environment Leadership Award is introduced to recognise outstanding industry firms such as developers, consultants (Architectural, Structural and M&E) and builders that have demonstrated excellence and leadership in shaping a safe, high quality, sustainable and friendly built environment in Singapore. It also aims to serve as a comprehensive roadmap for the building and construction industry to level up and spur these organisations towards higher degree of professionalism with enhanced capabilities and competitiveness.
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- Gold Class
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# Built Environment Leadership Award

## Beca Carter Hollings & Ferner (S.E.A.) Pte Ltd

**Key Achievements (2007 ~ 2009):**

- Singapore Quality Class Certified etc.

**BCA Awards:**

- 4 Construction Excellence Awards, 2 Green Mark Platinum and 2 Goldplus Awards etc.

**Other Local Awards:**

- President Design Awards, Housing & Development Board Design Award etc.

**International Awards:**

- Asean Energy Awards etc.

## CPG Consultants Pte Ltd

**Key Achievements (2007 ~ 2009):**


**BCA Awards:**

- 2 Construction Excellence Awards, 1 Green Mark Platinum and 2 Goldplus Awards and 2 Universal Design Silver and 1 Bronze Awards etc.

**Other Local Awards:**

- URA Architectural Heritage Awards, President Design Awards, Singapore Structural Steel Society Steel Design Awards, SIA Architectural Design Awards, SIA-NParks Skyrise Greenery Awards, ACES Design Excellence Awards etc.

**International Awards:**

- USA School Construction News (Design Share) Awards etc.
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DP Architects Pte Ltd

Key Achievements (2007 ~ 2009):
ISO 9000 Quality Management System and ISO 14000 Environmental Management System etc.

BCA Awards:
4 Construction Excellence Awards, 1 Green Mark Platinium & 2 Goldplus Awards, and 2 Universal Design Silver and 1 Bronze Awards etc.

Other Local Awards:
President Design Awards, URA Architectural Heritage Awards, SIA-NParks Skyrise Greenery Awards, SIA Architectural Design Awards, SIA-Philips Green Innovation Awards, Land Transport Excellence Awards etc.

International Awards:
FIABCI Prix d’Excellence, CNBC Asia Pacific Property Awards, Cityscape Asia Real Estate Awards, BCI Asia Top 10 Green Awards, Asean Energy Awards, UNESCO Asia-Pacific Heritage Awards, MIPIM Asia Awards etc.

Dragages Singapore Pte Ltd

Key Achievements (2007 ~ 2009):

BCA Awards:
1 Design and Engineering Safety Excellence Award, 1 Construction Excellence Award and the Quality Platinium Award, 2 Green Mark Platinium and 2 Goldplus Awards etc.

Other Local Awards:
MOM SHARP Awards, URA Architectural Heritage Awards etc.

International Awards:
FIABCI Prix d’Excellence, MIPIM Asia Awards etc.